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Toxic air lingers in Texas Latino community, revealing failures in state’s air monitoring system Read More
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  Stay on top of the latest science and journalism about environmental health and climate change: Sign up for our daily
  and weekly newsletters.
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        LISTEN: Jalonne White-Newsome on the Biden administration’s push for environmental justice
    
20 min read
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        New EPA regulations to slash chemical plant pollution
    
3 min read
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Plastic Pollution[image: Badge]By EHN


        Groups push Biden administration to take leadership role at upcoming plastic treaty talks
    

The US has taken a “middle of the road position” so far, environmental groups say. 



Brian Bienkowski
Apr 10, 2024
3 min read








Latest From Our Newsroom


        Listen: Why communities in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia are fighting chemical recycling plants
    






        Latest chemical recycling plant closing spurs concern over the industry’s viability
    






        Everything you need to know for the fourth round of global plastic pollution treaty talks
    






        Op-ed: Protecting California’s children and communities from leaded aviation fuel pollution
    






        Zero- and low-waste businesses band together against plastic pollution
    






        Evidence of PFAS found in popular bandage brands including Band-Aid
    






        Residents fear Pennsylvania, West Virginia chemical recycling proposals will deepen fossil fuel ties and pollution problems
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Children’s Health
Consequential reporting about children's health, written and selected by journalists and scientists at Environmental Health News.
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        The Biden administration sets groundbreaking limits on 'forever chemicals' in US water
    
1 min read
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        Mining's struggle to attract a new generation amid environmental concerns
    
1 min read
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        Heat's impact on male fertility
    
1 min read
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    As a nonprofit, independent publication, we're dedicated to objective
    journalism and driving science-based discussions on crucial topics like
    climate change and public health.
    
Learn more about our commitment to integrity and
    diversity while staying informed about pressing environmental issues.
    





        The Healthy Pregnancy Guide
    

Nonprofit organizations MADE SAFE and Plastic Pollution Coalition released the new Healthy Pregnancy Guideto help parents-to-be navigate the challenges of making healthier living choices for babies and the planet.












Climate
Consequential reporting about our changing climate, written and selected by journalists and scientists at Environmental Health News.
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        Flood disaster in the Urals prompts protests and appeals to Putin
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        Biden's ambitious energy loan program faces uncertainty amid potential political shifts
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        G20's fossil fuel funding contradicts climate pledges
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Environmental Health News

Your support of EHN, a newsroom powered by Environmental Health Sciences, drives science into public discussions. When you support our work, you support impactful journalism. It all improves the health of our communities. Thank you!
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Top News
The latest environmental health news from across the globe. 
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        Plastic recycling's new era faces hurdles
    
1 min read
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        New California bill would ban toxic pesticide paraquat
    
1 min read
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        3M settles for billions over water pollution
    
1 min read
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        Court lifts ban on PFAS-tainted plastic containers
    
1 min read
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        EPA modifies car emissions standards, allowing extended credits for eco-friendly features
    
1 min read
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        Farmers' revolt in Europe questions future of agriculture and politics
    
1 min read
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        Washington state will become first state to ban lead in cookware
    
2 min read
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Justice
The intricacies of environmental health, encompassing diverse ecosystems, human well-being, and sustainable practices.
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        Norfolk Southern agrees to a significant settlement over the Ohio derailment
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        Zambia grapples with the fallout of climate change
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        US prisons' water supply often tainted with harmful chemicals
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        Epidemic fears grip an Indigenous community in Brazil's Amazon
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Toxics
The intricacies of environmental health, encompassing diverse ecosystems, human well-being, and sustainable practices.
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        Natural farming's rise in India amid climate change
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        Europe’s urgent call for a pesticide-free future mirrors asbestos lessons
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        Pollution concerns taint Seine River ahead of Olympics
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        South Dakota sees uptick in industrial pollutants despite national trends
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Plastic Pollution
The intricacies of environmental health, encompassing diverse ecosystems, human well-being, and sustainable practices.
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        Transforming almond waste: California's quest for sustainability
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        Tips to limit microplastics in your life
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        Americans are cutting back on plastic use, survey finds
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        Enlisting microorganisms in the fight against plastic pollution
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Food & Water
Consequential reporting about food and water, written and selected by journalists and scientists at Environmental Health News.
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        A community's blueprint against mining
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        California's push to ban a hazardous herbicide
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        Charleston's battle with wastewater woes
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